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Shellie Hansen has been making quilts for over ten years and decided a few years 

ago to turn her hobby into a moneymaking career. With four years of professional quilt 

making under her belt, Shellie wants to expand her customer base by reaching people 

who haven’t heard of her company. She wants to increase her revenue stream throughout 

the entire year instead of generating the majority of her business during the holiday time 

and graduation season. This plan will give Shellie an outline for her company and how 

she can keep up with the ever-changing ways of social media and other advertising 

outlets. Her Facebook page would be her main outlet for customer communication since 

she is new to social media, Facebook is the easiest to master and ease her way into the 

others. Twitter is also an important tool since it is becoming more popular; I think a Vlog 

would be an effect way to have more personal time with current and potential customers.  

Shellie wants to double the amount of customers she currently has and increase 

her overall business throughout the year instead of just an increase during the holidays 

and graduation time. According to http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com, it takes time to 

develop relationships that lead to sales. However, a large percentage of marketers who 

take the time to develop and foster new relationships find great results. It could take a 

year for Shellie to start seeing an increase in her business from her social media efforts.  

Once she starts to actively use the social media tools and devise a weekly schedule of 

how to operate and update each tool, Shellie will see the customers responding to her. 



Almost all marketers who have been using social media marketing for a year or longer 

report that it brings exposure for their business. 95% of business owners using social 

media for 3 years or longer agree. Social media also extends the business owners reach to 

their customers; reach being defined as the size of people we can actually touch with our 

messaging, according to http://blog.eloqua.com.  

By not having any kind of social media site or weekly advertising for her 

business, Shellie is missing the opportunity to gain quality customers and in turn the 

revenue they would bring in. Shellie’s primary target audience is women with Junior high 

school and Senior high school aged students looking for graduation gifts or a way to keep 

school t-shirts in good memoriam. She also targets college students who are looking for a 

college themed quilt to hang in a dorm room or to cover up with at tailgates and games. 

Those two audiences of potential customers are in the era of social media and are most 

likely familiar with the workings of most social media sites. By having social media sites, 

connecting with these customers will come easier to Shellie. Putting a business card in 

local business’s isn’t going to cut it, the younger generations aren’t taking the time to 

look at things around them anymore and are more likely to see something trending on 

social media before they see something tangible right in front of them.  

Competitors that Shellie will come across are other quilters in town offering the 

same services, and also hobby shops like hobby lobby and Joanne’s who offer quilting 

tutorials and sell quilts and quilting kits to teach a quilt enthusiast how to do it 

themselves. She will have to stay vigilant to keep ahead of her competitors by having a 

website and social media sites that set her apart from the others.  



The positive points are important, because Shellie has the drive to want to have a 

successful business and her interests in wanting to expand her company by getting 

involved with social media and keeping update shows her drive and passion. But 

essentially she is four years behind her competitors and has some catching up to do. This 

plan will get her foot in the door but she will need to have patience and continue to have 

the drive in order for this to be successful for her business.  

To increase the number of customers Shellie will take in, the company needs to 

generate website traffic. According to http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com, it is a good idea to 

start with keyword searches in Google or Bing to see examples of what customers are 

searching for when looking up quilting advice or information. Shellie can pay Google to 

keep her website in the top search page when someone searches for quilt makers. She 

wouldn’t need to do it forever but should pay for at least a year to keep constant traffic 

and recognition to her site. This plan intends to bring a 15% increase within the first year 

to Shellie’s business.  

The ultimate plan for Shellie’s social media success will start with a website, 

giving her the professional feel and platform she needs to bring in customers. Her website 

can be created through www.godaddy.com or she can enlist the help of the talented 

graphic design students of Oklahoma State University. The website should have a light 

and cheerful deposition, giving potential customers the idea that these quilts will bring 

fun and comfort to them. The website should include different tabs with categories 

displaying the different services Shellie provides, also an “about me” tab should be 

included so customers can have the feel of personal connection with Shellie before even 

meeting her. A “sample tab” is very important for customers to get a sense of what their 



future quilt will look like or give them ideas for a quilt of their own creation. The 

“contact me” tab is asset because it will list Shellie’s personal information and include 

the links to her Facebook page, Twitter account, Vlogg, and Pinterest pages giving 

another route of communication and personal connection. 

 The Facebook page is going to be one of the most important parts in this multi-

ring circus of the social media. Facebook is a great medium to stay connected with 

customers and to get inside their heads a little bit. It is also a great way to see what the 

competition is up to. The page will have albums for each of the different kinds of quilts 

that Shellie provides, giving a visual of what the customers can expect. The profile 

picture would be the company’s logo and the cover photo could change monthly with the 

theme for the quilt of the month. Shellie would chose her favorite quilt she has made in 

the past or recently and put it as her cover photo to show off her skills and give 

inspiration to her customers. Shellie would post a new status once a week until she 

became more comfortable with Facebook. The status would include things like; colors of 

the month explaining which colors go well together for that season, post reminders for 

gift ideas and which quilts would be great for which celebration and sewing tips. She 

could post pictures on her wall of her at her sewing machine making quilts in her shop 

and the process of how a quilt is made to catch the customer’s interest.  

The Twitter page will take less attention than the rest but still needs as much 

energy put into it as the others. Having a goal of one tweet a week until Shellie gets use 

to the rhythm of Twitter would be a nice start. Tweeting anything from advertisements 

for herself or links to the website and Facebook page are good starts. Tweeting the same 

kind of things that are on the Facebook statuses are annoying to users who regularly use 



both social media forums so originality is crucial. If she can tweet deals she is willing to 

offer if they follow her on twitter or remind people to be saving their schools t-shirts so 

they can one day have a quilt to cherish forever. Keeping the tweets fun and loose while 

also staying professional will keep people interested and will potentially get them to re-

tweet to spread the word. A video blog would be a great medium to give customers a 

personal look into what goes into the quilt making process while seeing Shellie’s face on 

video and hearing her voice telling the audience what goes into the making process.  

A Vlog can be done through multiple sites but YouTube could be the way to go, 

making a video once a month showing what goes into the making of a quilt. Pinterest is 

one of the newer social media platforms; it consists of pictures of many different 

categories. People can “pin” pictures off of any website and connects it with their own 

Pinterest account. Shellie can generate buzz by posting pictures of her one of a kind quilts 

on Pinterest and other Pinterest users will do most of the work for her. Setting a small 

goal of 5 to 10 likes or re-tweets would show Shellie what she was doing wrong or right 

on her social media statuses or tweets. Putting her business card in the advertisement 

page of the O’Collegian at Oklahoma State University and putting her business card in 

the main office of Stillwater High School, would be a great start to drawing in new 

customers in her target market. She should place ads in the Tulsa World and other local 

newspapers to spread to areas around Stillwater.  

Many businesses pay someone to manage their social media sites. If Shellie has it 

in her budget to do that, it would be a good idea so none of the sites would be neglected. 

However if she doesn’t have the budget, there are tactics that she could put in place to 

ensure that none of the sites would be forgotten. Making a social media calendar and 



designating days for each site and when to post on them would help keep a consistent 

schedule for her self. Managing gets easier as the user gets familiar with how each of 

them work and with time and practice it will become second nature to her.  

An evaluation plan will be put in place so Shellie can know if her social media 

sites are truly bringing in more business. When she receives a new customer, she should 

ask them to indicate how they heard of the company or if they were referred by anyone. 

Shellie monitor her growth by tracking of the number of people brought in by her website 

and social media. Shellie can also have a comment or review section on her website 

where customers can go and write about their experience. If she needs to improve on 

anything, we can adjust accordingly. It is advised to give social media a year to see big 

changes in the business but little improvement should be seen relatively soon. Business 

owners who are new to social media or recently launch a website should see significant 

improvement within three years.  

To stay connected to current and future customers, Shellie can take down email 

addresses and do check-ins with customers to make sure they are enjoying their quilt and 

offer free and discounted rates on any patch work or fixes that a customer might need for 

their quilt. She can also do a photo contest on Facebook, telling followers to take pictures 

of their quilt in a historical place around Stillwater or the Oklahoma City metro area. The 

winner could win a quilt or some other prize of Shellie’s choosing. She could also do a 

tweet session on Twitter taking a couple of hours to answer follower’s questions that they 

tweet to her about quilting or the process of making a quilt. In addition, Shellie should 

post a status or tweet every few months thanking customers for their support and help 

spreading the word of Shellie’s Quilting Studio. Having a photo album on the Facebook 



page dedicated to past customers with their new quilts will also be a great way to show 

appreciation for those who have received a quilt from Shellie.  

Shellie’s Quilting Studio has the formula to be successful; implementing the plan 

will determine its level of success. Having commitment toward every social media site 

Shellie decides to use and giving equal attention will make a difference. People can tell 

when a business is giving more effort toward its website versus its social media. Patience 

is going to be key. Customer growth takes time and giving social media time to work its 

magic will pay off in the end.  
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